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In the realm of sports, there are countless tales of triumph, heartbreak, and
extraordinary feats. But amidst the annals of sporting history, one story
stands out as a beacon of both absurdity and indomitable spirit. It is the
story of Maurice Flitcroft, the man who famously played the British Open
without ever qualifying.

Maurice Flitcroft, a crane operator from Barrow-in-Furness, England, was
not your typical golfer. He had never received formal training, and his
knowledge of the game was limited to watching it on television. Yet, driven
by an unwavering belief in his abilities, he embarked on a quest that would
forever etch his name in the annals of golf.

In 1976, Flitcroft stumbled upon an entry form for the British Open. Despite
not meeting the qualifying criteria, he audaciously filled out the form and
sent it off. To his astonishment, his entry was accepted. And so, the stage
was set for one of the most audacious and comical sporting adventures
ever witnessed.
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Armed with a set of borrowed clubs and an unyielding determination,
Flitcroft arrived at Royal Birkdale Golf Club, the hallowed venue of that
year's Open Championship. Undeterred by the presence of the world's best
golfers, he teed off with a flourish.

What ensued was a round of golf that defied all expectations. Flitcroft's
shots soared erratically, landing in bunkers, ponds, and even a spectator's
sandwich. The crowd, initially bewildered, erupted into laughter and cheers
as they witnessed this unlikely underdog take on the most prestigious
tournament in golf.



Despite his unconventional approach, Flitcroft displayed remarkable
resilience. He persevered through the jeers and mockery, determined to
finish the round on his own terms. After 78 strokes, he finally completed his
unforgettable journey, scoring a record-setting 129.

Flitcroft's escapade became an instant sensation. He was dubbed "the
Phantom Golfer" by the media and hailed as a symbol of the underdog's
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spirit. His story captured the imagination of people around the world,
proving that anything is possible if you have the courage to follow your
dreams.

Ric Hill's captivating book, "Rub of the Green: The Incredible Story of
Maurice Flitcroft, the Man Who Played the British Open Without Ever
Qualifying," delves into the life and legacy of this enigmatic figure. Hill
paints a vivid portrait of Flitcroft, exploring his motivations, his struggles,
and his unwavering belief in himself.

Through extensive research and interviews, Hill uncovers the complexities
of Flitcroft's character. He reveals a man who was both audacious and
vulnerable, driven by a desire for recognition and a longing to belong.

But "Rub of the Green" is more than just a biography. It is a profound
meditation on the themes of authenticity, identity, and the pursuit of dreams.
Hill challenges readers to question what it means to be true to oneself,
even in the face of adversity and ridicule.



Through Flitcroft's extraordinary journey, Hill invites us to reconsider our
own limitations and to embrace the power of dreaming big. He reminds us
that it is not the outcome that ultimately matters, but the courage to chase
our aspirations and to live a life filled with passion and purpose.

In the words of Maurice Flitcroft himself, "I'm not a golfer, but I'm a trier."
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And in that spirit, Ric Hill's "Rub of the Green" is not merely a book about
golf. It is a timeless story of an ordinary man who dared to challenge the
status quo and to inspire countless others to embrace their own dreams, no
matter how unconventional they may seem.
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